1. A) Course Re-submits: SCIN2XX will be resubmitted soon to Historical Perspectives. We will likely need to vote on this before the next meeting by email or online poll.

B) Course Re-submits. SCIN301 – This course was rejected in December due to it only being offered in the Summer. The professor asked if the Provost could waive this restriction – We agreed that this should remain a GECCo decision.

The language regarding this topic in the DC/FAEC agreement is not clear and GECCo is in the process of revising this document. We unanimously decided to allow summer only courses – as long as they agree to provide documents for assessment (grouped with the Fall courses), effective immediately. To be fair we will invite a previously rejected summer course to apply again ASAP.

C) The WI issue is a much larger issue and will need to be discussed further at a later GECCo meeting.

2. Course Substitutions – GECCo was asked to discuss the use of specific FYS sections as substitutions for equivalent courses within a major. There is no rule about this issue. We decided that this is not a GECCo issue; it should be up to the convener/instructor to determine course equivalency. If a major/convener determines that a specific FYS section is equivalent to one of their courses they can make the substitution on a case-by-case basis.

3. A draft of a new document on the restrictions for GE was distributed. This will be emailed to the group, along with the DC/FAEC agreement for comparison. We will discuss changes at the next meeting.

4. The Spring Assessment plan Schedule was discussed. FYS and CRWT need to review their plans and stay on track. The other 9 categories will develop a preliminary plan (with CAT input) and meet with Sarah/Mike on Faculty Development Day, Feb 20th. We will meet as a large group on that day to discuss other items.

Final Drafts of all plans will be due on April 10th – CATs should plan ahead.

5. Yvette (FYS) was asked to submit assessment data to SPOL her “unit” – No other director/coordinator was asked to do this. Will follow up on the reason for this.